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New release cadence for InterSystems IRIS
InterSystems is adopting a new approach to releasing InterSystems IRIS. This blog explains the new
release model and what customers should expect to see. We laid this out at Global Summit at the end
of the InterSystems IRIS roadmap session and have received a lot of positive feedback from customers.
With this new model we offer two release streams:
1) An annual traditional release that we call EM (for Extended Maintenance)
2) A quarterly release that is tagged CD (for Continuous Delivery) and will be available only in a
container format.

Why change? Speed and predictability
The pace of change in our industry is increasing, and this model ensures that we can publish the latest
features very quickly to be responsive and competitive in the market. Many customers have told us they
want two things:

Quicker time from requesting a new feature to having it available
A predictable schedule that allows them to plan for updates
Our new release cadence, inspired by continuous delivery principles, is similar to two-stream models
used at many major software companies and a substantial fraction of enterprise-ready open source
projects. Those that have successfully adopted this approach resoundingly report that they have higher
quality and lower-risk releases, as well as a faster response time.
What’s not changing? Traditional releases are the same
Traditional releases (the "EM" releases) work the same way that our customers are used to. They
receive ongoing maintenance releases, are the basis for adhocs as needed, and are supported on all
platforms. Full product installation kits are available through the WRC Software Distribution portal as
usual. Field tests will be available for major releases as we have done in the past. Maintenance
releases will be made available for EM releases using the same ground rules we’ve used traditionally.
The difference is that these are released once per year, at a predictable time. Version 2019.1 of
InterSystems IRIS is scheduled for March of 2019, version 2020.1 is scheduled for March 2020, and so
on, as shown in the diagram below.
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New quarterly releases are container-only

Every three months, new features and functionality will be available via a new quarterly release stream,
denoted with a “CD”. For example, InterSystems IRIS version 2018.2 CD is scheduled for November
2018, version 2019.1 CD is scheduled for February 2019, version 2019.2 CD is scheduled for May 2019
and so on, as shown in the following diagram.

There are restrictions on these CD releases:
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They are only available as container images, using the Open Container Initiative (OCI) format.
This is widely used and supported by many companies including Docker, Amazon, Microsoft,
Google, and IBM.
They only run on OCI compatible infrastructure. Docker is the most common OCI runtime, so
InterSystems provides and supports docker containers built with the Ubuntu Linux kernel. This
runs on a wide variety of platforms: all major cloud platforms (Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure,
Google GCP, IBM cloud), essentially all flavors of Linux, Windows Server 2016 and 2019, and
more. InterSystems supports deploying containers on Windows 10 and Mac OS for development
only, using Docker-for-windows and Docker-for-mac respectively. (The most notable platform
that does not currently support OCI containers is AIX.)
Because these are containers, there is no install and no image upgrade. You can use the
container images provided by InterSystems and compose your own images using them. To
deploy, you simple replace containers. If there are any data upgrades needed, InterSystems will
supply these along with the release.

With CD releases, InterSystems will not provide maintenance releases, security fixes, or
adhocs. If you want to get a change, you can simply take the next release. There is a new
release with the latest changes every three months, so you don’t need to wait longer than that for
important fixes.

CD releases are fully supported by InterSystems for development, test, and production. Along with each
CD release, InterSystems will have a preview program and provide preview images ahead of the final
release. Preview images are supported for development and test purposes, but not for production.
Although Containers are relatively new, they are now widely used and provide many benefits.
Customers do not need to use the CD releases or adopt containers, but there are many resources
available from InterSystems to help with using InterSystems IRIS in containers (including multiple online
videos) as well as a large ecosystem around containers in the industry at large.
In addition to providing rapid delivery of new features, CD releases will help with the predictability and
stability of the traditional (EM) releases. The first CD release of the year has a corresponding EM
release (which is the same except for any platform-specific capabilities), and these include all the
functionality of the previous CD release plus more. Developers can work with CD releases and be
confident that their code will work with traditional releases as well. Even if you never touch a CD
release, you can track what features are released with InterSystems IRIS each quarter and plan
confidently.
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